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Designer Doorware Highlights Three New 
Hardware Collections at ICFF 
 

Modern interpretations of metals, concrete, and wood lend new twists 
on classic styles 
 
 
(ICFF, New York City, May 19-22, 2019) In keeping with the 30-year tradition of 

innovation and iconic design at ICFF, Designer Doorware will showcase several 

of its newest hardware collections during the show, May 19-22. A fusion of 

timeless materials and elegant styles, the pieces ensure a fresh take on classic 

forms, preserving sophisticated elegance while pushing the design envelope. 

 

Bullet+Stone Concrete Collection  

The Bullet+Stone collection of handles and knobs fuses two enduring materials—
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the rough and cold aesthetic of reinforced concrete with sumptuous and eye-

catching metals. The resulting visual and tactile experience allows users to 

observe both finishes simultaneously, amplifying and bringing to light the contrast 

between them. Profiles include a fully rounded lever handle, squared lever 

handle, and a round, flat knob.  

 

Kamen Collection  

Featuring a knurling pattern across much of the surface, Kamen levers, knobs, 

and pulls merge industrial aesthetics with delicate craftsmanship, masculine 

proportions with sophisticated lines. The result is a versatile elegance ideal for 

classic and traditional interior styles. A delicate, detailed diamond knurling 

pattern creates highs and lows that play with light, creating a varied look from 

finish to finish.   

 

Monte Timber Collection 

Showcasing the warmth and organic beauty of wood, Monte Timber connects 

homeowners to nature at every touch. Sustainably sourced species include 

American white oak, a versatile, distinguishing grain, and American black walnut, 

known for its rich color and wavy grain. The two species come in either a raw or 

oiled finish. 

 

Showcasing Classic Styles 

During the show, Designer Doorware also will spotlight four of its distinctive style 

families, featuring a range of versatile shapes that help capture the personalities 

of each hardware collection. 

Niki: Inspired by nautical portholes, these knobs feature a clean circular 

geometry that is playful yet elegant, becoming yet welcoming. Select a step-

down perimeter or satin finish for added flair.  
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Club: A relaxed take on modern silhouettes, Club lever handles feature fully 

rounded edges suitable for a range of decors. Pair with a black finish for a 

Brutalist look or brass to complement 20th century designs.  

Flinders: Simple and modern, these solid brass pulls emulate the distinctive 

cylindrical and tubular shapes of the steel tubing first explored in mid-1920s 

furniture design. The effect is both minimal and enduring. 

Montana: Ideal for Mid-Century-Modern interiors, Montana pulls and lever 

handles blend soft transitions with sharp elevations for a design that is minimal 

and delightfully humble. The offerings reflect an increasing desire to remove 

complexity and clutter from our daily lives.  

 

About Designer Doorware 

Designer Doorware is an award-winning architectural hardware designer and 

manufacturer. Since its inception in 1996, the company has expanded into a 

sought-after resource for leading architects, designers, builders, and 

homeowners worldwide. Recognized for their exclusive designs and smart 

functionality, Designer Doorware collections enhance today’s clean, modernist 

residential and commercial aesthetics. The company’s full product line 

encompasses door handles and knobs, sliding door handles, door accessories, 

cabinet hardware, and custom products to suit any space. For more information 

call Designer Doorware at (877) 751-1411 or visit DesignerDoorware.com. 
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